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So i have played the demo before buying the full game, and i should think first if i should buy it because:

1. it doesn't detect my primary Graphic card (which is better)

2. i experienced random FPS drops, which is weird

3. it's pretty hard to know what's heading up, i keep hitting into obsticles even on 3D sections

4. this is a demo review but the first levels were kind of short (i got an S rank for loosing a lot of rings too)

overall: it's a demo, i can't say for sure if the game is good or not apart from the first levels, can't say if i'll buy it or not but i
should recommend it, at least the graphics are good for a 2011 game. Can't get a xbox 360 controller to work. The game won't
let me configure it. Every time I try it switches me back to the keyboard
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